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Executive Summary

In the United States, where social mobility has been 
considered a birthright, community colleges are essential 
to that promise. Located in hundreds of communities 
throughout the country, near where people live and work, 
two-year colleges are meant to be America’s quintessential 
institutions for the aspiring middle class. While elite four-
year colleges boast of the proportion of students they reject, 
community colleges take pride, as one leader suggested, in 
taking the “top 100 percent of students.”

But America’s 1,000 community colleges, which educate 9 
million students, are routinely under-resourced and often fall 
short of their promise. Only 38 percent of students entering 
community college complete a degree or certificate within 
six years. While 81 percent of students entering community 
college say they aspire to eventually transfer and receive a 
four-year degree, only 15 percent do so after six years.

Part of the responsibility lies with K–12 institutions, which do 
not adequately prepare students for college, and part of the 
fault lies with the two-year sector, which often fails to provide 
enough structure and guidance to undergraduates. And part 
of the fault must be laid at the feet of four-year colleges 
and universities, which make transferring from community 

colleges difficult to understand and challenging to achieve. 
But the lion’s share of the blame lies with policymakers who 
systematically shortchange community colleges financially, 
giving two-year institutions the fewest resources to educate 
those students who tend to have the greatest needs.

New data in this report show that, while just one in five 
students at the most competitive and highly competitive 
four-year colleges came from the bottom half of the 
socioeconomic distribution in 2013, the majority of 
community college students did. Researchers have long 
recognized that disadvantaged students need more 
resources to succeed than those who have enjoyed many 
advantages, and yet state budgets have starved community 
colleges of the funds they need to succeed.

In fiscal year 2013, private four-year research institutions 
spent five times as much per full time equivalent student 
annually ($72,000) as did community colleges ($14,000). 
Some of that difference is explained by the differing research 
functions of institutions, but when one excludes research 
expenses and focuses on education and related expenses, 
private research universities still spend three times as much 
as community colleges. Public research universities spend 
60 percent more than community colleges.

This report can be found online at: https://tcf.org/content/report/recommendations-providing-community-colleges-resources-need/
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Inadequate funding of community colleges is deeply 
troubling given that careful research has found “significant 
causal impacts” of spending on degree completion. Scholars 
looking at community colleges between 1990 and 2013 
found that a 10 percent spending increase boosted awards 
and certificates by 15 percent. When students complete 
an associate’s degree, they will see their lifetime earnings 
increase on average by more than $300,000.

What can be done? In this report, we recommend that 
states immediately begin to increase community college 
funding in order to boost opportunities for students. We also 
call for the creation of a new federal–state partnership for 
community colleges in which states must agree to do their 
part in order to qualify for new federal investments in two-
year institutions.

Our mid-term recommendation is that federal and state 
policymakers—and foundation officials—support a new 
body of research that will establish, for the first time, what 
it costs to provide a strong community college education. 
Such studies are commonplace in public K–12 education, 
where for forty years, researchers have sought to establish 
what level of funding is required to achieve adequate 
outcomes and how much additional funding should be 
targeted to achieve good results for disadvantaged students 
in particular. These studies also seek to provide guidance on 
where money should be invested to achieve the greatest 
bang for the buck.

Part of the reason researchers have not conducted 
comparable studies at the community college level is that 
there are special challenges to doing so not found at the 
K–12 level. For example, the first step in estimating costs is 
to identify with some precision the desired outcome. In K–12 
schooling, researchers often calculate the cost of achieving 
a certain level of proficiency on standardized tests or higher 
education completion. But in higher education, such tests of 
learning outcomes are not widely available, and the ultimate 
goal students typically have is not only to graduate, but also 
to acquire skills that significantly and cost-effectively raise 
earnings and, wherever possible, allow a worker to earn a 
decent living. Likewise, community colleges offer a widely 

variety of programs—from nursing to welding—that are not 
offered at a typical high school. The costs of providing those 
different types of programs may vary more widely than the 
cost of providing a traditional high school education.

As a working group, we analyzed and debated these types 
of thorny questions, and in this report now offer a set of 
eight recommendations that, taken together, constitute a 
framework for how researchers can best estimate the cost 
of a community college education. (See Appendix for the 
list of working group members). While acknowledging the 
complexities, we ultimately believe such a study can and 
should be undertaken.

Today, policymakers are making decisions about where, 
and how much, to invest in community colleges without 
information about what really is needed to achieve the 
outcomes they seek. Much better research could greatly 
improve those decisions, substantially boost the life chances 
of community college students, and jumpstart social mobility 
in America.

The Report of the Working Group

In the United States, parents have expected their children to 
grow up to be better off as a matter of course. Social mobility 
allows a society to tap into the talents of disadvantaged 
populations in a way that benefits everyone. Vertical mobility 
permits individuals of all backgrounds the opportunity for an 
enriching and financially stable life. And forward economic 
momentum greases the wheels of a smoothly functioning 
multiracial democracy.

Research finds, however, that social mobility in the United 
States is on the decline, and polls find that fewer and 
fewer Americans believe their children will see improved 
life prospects.1 When social mobility breaks down, some 
Americans look for scapegoats, and society’s most 
vulnerable members—immigrants, African Americans, 
the poor, and religious minorities—suffer. When America 
loses its optimism, it becomes an uglier place. When fewer 
Americans have the chance to advance economically, 
human potential is wasted and society is poorer.
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For generations, public education in America has been a 
driving force for social mobility, beginning with creation of 
elementary schools, then secondary schools. Now, at a time 
when the economy demands higher levels of skills among 
workers, community colleges have become especially critical 
institutions of social mobility. Whereas a high school diploma 
and a union card used to provide access to the middle 
class, today, researchers find, “80 percent of good jobs that 
support middle-class lifestyles” require some postsecondary 
education.2 Two-year colleges, located in hundreds of 
communities throughout the country, near where people 
live and work, and open to the “top 100 percent of students,” 
are meant to be America’s quintessential institutions for the 
aspiring middle class and those seeking to avoid downward 
mobility.3

Yet too many of America’s community colleges are 
underfunded and have failed to deliver on their promise. 
The country’s 1,000 public two-year institutions serving 9 
million undergraduates are routinely under-resourced, and 
overburdened.4 While individual community college leaders 
are doing extraordinary work, the sector as a whole is not 
producing the results the country needs. Only 38 percent 
of students entering community college complete a degree 
or certificate within six years. While 81 percent of students 
entering community college say they aspire to eventually 
transfer and receive a four-year degree, only 15 percent do 
so after six years.5

Research outlined in this report suggests that one central 
impediment to success is a lack of resources. Society asks 
community colleges to educate those students who are 
most likely to face significant disadvantages, and to do so 
with relatively few dollars. This much we know.

But precisely how much funding do community colleges 
need to succeed? Astonishingly, researchers have conducted 
almost no empirical research on this question. At the K–12 
level, scholars have engaged in dozens of studies to establish 
the level of funding required to provide an “adequate” level 
of education. These studies have spurred K–12 finance 
reforms that have generally led to improved outcomes for 
students.6

The Century Foundation, with the support of the William 
T. Grant Foundation, created this Working Group on 
Community College Financial Resources to think about 
ways to apply K–12 costing-out methodologies to community 
colleges. The purpose of this report is to establish—for the 
first time—a framework for how a study could be conducted 
to estimate the true costs of a strong community college 
education. (For a list of working group members, see the 
Appendix.)

This report proceeds in three parts. The first lays out the 
stakes—why it is important to establish the true cost of 
a community college education and provide two-year 
institutions with the resources they need. The second part 
examines the four key steps that K–12 costing-out studies 
take; outlines four critical differences between pre-collegiate 
and community college education; and delineates eight 
concrete recommendations that provide a framework for 
how this research should be conducted in the future. The 
third part of the report articulates a plan for how policy leaders 
could use new empirical evidence provided by a community 
college costing-out study to inform policymaking.

The Stakes: Why It Is Important to 
Establish the True Cost of an Adequate 
Community College Education

The Declining American Dream

Americans are increasingly pessimistic about the prospects 
of the next generation.7 According to a 2017 Pew Research 
Center survey, 58 percent of Americans said today’s children 
will grow up to be financially worse off than their parents, 
compared with just 37 percent who predicted those children 
will be better off.8

Americans are right to be concerned. According to 
research by Harvard University’s Raj Chetty, the proportion 
of American children making more than their parents (in 
inflation-adjusted dollars) has declined, from more than 90 
percent of those who were born in 1940 to about 50 percent 
of those born in 1984.9 (See Figure 1.)
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Research also finds that relative mobility—the probability that 
a child born into the bottom fifth of the income distribution 
will at some point reach the top fifth—is much less likely in 
the United States than in many other nations. In fact, such 
social mobility is almost twice as likely to occur in Canada 
as the United States, according to Chetty’s research.10 (See 
Figure 2.)

Community Colleges Can Help Remedy Low Levels 
of Mobility if Two-Year Institutions Are Properly 
Resourced

For seventy years, policymakers have viewed public 
community colleges as a critical driver of upward mobility 
in the United States. The 1947 Truman Commission on 
Higher Education envisioned community colleges as key 
institutions in reaching the goal of equal opportunity for 
all Americans. The commission renamed “junior colleges,” 
which had been around since 1901, as “community colleges” 
to emphasize their vast geographic reach and their special 
mission in supporting individual communities.11 Perhaps 
because of their community focus—and their accessibility 
to a broad cross-section of students—community colleges 
command greater support in public opinion surveys than do 
four-year institutions.12

The public is right to believe that community colleges can 
contribute to upward mobility in the nation. At the same 
time, too many students at community colleges are not 
finding their way to a degree or certificate. According the 
National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, six years 
after entering community college, only 22.8 percent of 
students have completed a two-year degree or certificate 
(and no more), and another 14.7 percent have completed a 
four-year degree. The vast majority—62.5 percent—have not 
received a degree of any type after six years (15.2 percent 
are still enrolled, but 47.3 percent are no longer enrolled).13

Low levels of completion surely reflect in part the academic 
preparation levels found, on average, among community 
college students.14 But careful research that controls for 
incoming academic preparation and demographic factors 
finds that students intending to pursue a four-year degree 

face substantially reduced chances of earning such a degree 
when they begin at a two-year rather than a four-year 
institution. Kent State economist C. Lockwood Reynolds, 
for example, estimated, after applying appropriate controls, 
that beginning at a two-year college reduces one’s ultimate 
chances of receiving a bachelor’s degree by 30 percentage 
points.15 This differential may reflect the difficulties that can 
arise when students transfer from a community college to a 
four-year institution; but the reduced chances of attaining 
a bachelor’s degree may well be a product of the issue to 
which we now turn: the relatively low levels of funding found, 
on average, in the two-year sector.

Community College Resources Do 
Not Equal the Challenge

Researchers have identified three broad paths for improving 
outcomes for community college students: (1) providing 
better academic support to students at the K–12 level so that 
fewer students are in need of remedial classes; (2) improving 
efficiency at the community college level through adoption 
of best practices, such as guided pathways that add greater 
structure and guidance to the student experience;16 and (3) 
providing adequate financial resources. We support all three 
approaches, but in this report, we focus particularly on the 
third path, which is too often ignored.

The absolute differences in spending levels between two-
year and four-year institutions is remarkable, even accounting 
for the different functions of research universities and two-
year institutions devoted primarily to instruction. According 
to a 2016 report from the American Institutes of Research 
(AIR), private research universities spend five times as much 
per student per year ($71,597) as community colleges do 
($14,090), and public research universities almost three 
times as much ($39,783).17 (See Figure 4.)

Of course, some of the spending differentials are related to 
the fact that research universities are tasked with conducting 
research as well as educating students, but AIR’s data show 
that when one excludes research expenses and focuses 
on educational instruction, spending inequalities remain.18 

For example, private research universities still spend more 
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FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. CHILDREN MAKING MORE THAN THEIR PARENTS, 
BY CHILD’S BIRTH YEAR, 1940-84
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Source: Raj Chetty et al., “The Fading American Dream: Trends in Absolute Income Mobility Since 1940,” NBER 
Working Paper No. 22910, December 2016, rev. March 2017, https://www.nber.org/papers/w22910.
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than three times as much as public community colleges 
on “education and related” spending, and public research 
universities spend 60 percent more ($17,252 at public 
research universities versus $10,804 at public community 
colleges).19 (See Figure 5.)

To make matters worse, these inequalities in spending occur 
despite the fact that community colleges tend to educate 
students with greater educational needs than students 
at four-year institutions. According to new research from 
Georgetown University’s Center for Education and the 
Workforce, community college students are far more likely 
to be socioeconomically disadvantaged than students in 
four-year colleges, especially the most selective four-year 
institutions. While just one in five students in the most 
and highly competitive four-year colleges came from 
the bottom half of the socioeconomic distribution of the 
population in 2013, for example, the majority of students 
in community colleges did. (See Figure 6.) As discussed 
further below, researchers have long recognized that to 
achieve comparable outcomes, students with greater needs 
require greater resources, not fewer.

Another way to consider the socioeconomic distribution 
is to examine the destinations of college-going students 
within each socioeconomic quartile. As Figure 7 indicates, 
the majority (58 percent) of students in the bottom 
socioeconomic quartile in 2013 enrolled at community 
colleges, compared with just 25 percent of students from the 
top socioeconomic quartile.

Funding Matters in Outcomes at 
Community Colleges

The lower levels of spending in community colleges—
coupled with the greater needs, on average, in community 
college student bodies—is important because research 
suggests that greater resources are connected to better 
outcomes for students in higher education.20 In the four-year 
college sector, for example, John Bound of the University of 
Michigan, Michael Lovenheim of Cornell, and Sarah Turner 
of the University of Virginia found in an important 2010 study 
that declining completion rates over time were due primarily 
to declines in resources per student.21 The research on the 
importance of resources in four-year colleges dovetails 

FIGURE 3

SIX-YEAR OUTCOMES FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT 
(NATIONAL STUDENT CLEARINGHOUSE)
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concluded that spending had even larger impacts in two-
year institutions than four-year institutions.25 Specifically, 
Deming and Walters found that a 10 percent increase in 
spending in a given year resulted in increased awards of 
certificates and degrees in the following two years of 14.5 
and 14.6 percent, respectively.26 The authors did not explore 
the precise reasons that spending had positive outcomes but 
suggested it was possible that increased course offerings, 
shorter waiting lists, better student guidance, and smaller 
class sizes produced the improved results.27

In addition, there is evidence that certain investments are 
particularly likely to be worthwhile:28

• Full-time faculty. Much—though not all—relevant 
research finds that having more full-time faculty 
on staff leads to improved outcomes for students.29 
Yet today, community colleges frequently rely 
on inexpensive adjuncts and other part-time 
instructors. Only 31 percent of faculty members at 
public community colleges are full-time, compared 
with 42 percent at public research universities 
and 50 percent at private research universities. 

with a wide body of research suggesting resources matter 
at the K–12 level.22 In a February 2018 study of California’s 
K–12 funding increases, for example, Rucker Johnson of 
the University of California–Berkeley, and Sean Tanner of 
WestEd, looking at the effects of the Local Control Funding 
Formula (LCFF), “found strongly significant impacts of 
LCFF-induced increases in district revenue on average high 
school graduation rates for all children.” In particular, they 
found that “a $1,000 increase in district per-pupil revenue 
from the state experienced in grades 10–12 leads to a 5.3 
percentage-point increase in high school graduation rates, 
on average, among all children.”23

Similar results have been found in the community college 
sector. Among the most important recent studies on 
this topic is one conducted by David Deming of Harvard 
University and Christopher Walters of University of 
California–Berkeley for the National Bureau of Economic 
Research in August 2017. The researchers examined the 
impact of postsecondary spending between 1990 and 
2013 and found “positive and statistically significant causal 
impacts of spending on degree completion.”24 The authors 

FIGURE 4

PER-PUPIL TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 2013
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

AVERAGE EDUCATION AND RELATED SPENDING PER FTE STUDENT, 2013

SOCIOECONOMIC DISTRIBUTION AT COLLEGES BY SELECTIVITY, 2013
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(Graduate assistants are counted as part-time in this 
analysis.)30 Investing in more full-time community 
college faculty could result in improved outcomes 
for students.

• Extra tutoring, small class size, intensive advising, 
and generous financial aid. There is strong evidence 
that investing in extra tutoring, small class sizes, 
intensive advising, and generous financial aid at 
community colleges can have big payoffs. At a 
typical community college, classes are crowded 
and student–adviser ratios can be as high as 1,500 
to 1.31 But at the City University of New York’s 
Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), 
students are provided with the tutoring, class size, 
advising, and effective financial aid more typical 
of wealthy four-year colleges. These supports, 
provided within a highly structured environment in 
which students must attend classes full time, have 
been found in a randomized trial conducted by 
the nonprofit research institute MDRC to nearly 
double the three-year graduation rates of students 
(to 40 percent, compared with a control group’s 22 
percent). The program cost 60 percent more per 
student—about $16,300 more per pupil over three 
years—yet by boosting results, it actually reduced 
the amount spent for each college degree awarded 
by more than 10 percent.32 More generally, research 
also finds that investments in smaller class sizes in 
community colleges, more counselors, and more 
full-time faculty can improve student outcomes.33

• A variety of high-impact practices that require 
resources. The Center for Community College 
Student Engagement has found a positive 
relationship between thirteen “high-impact” 
practices and positive student outcomes: 
orientation; accelerated developmental education; 
first year experiences; student success courses; 
learning communities; academic goal setting 
and planning; experiential learning beyond the 
classroom; tutoring; supplemental instruction; 
proper assessment and placement; registration 

before classes start; alerts and interventions; and 
structured group learning experiences.34 Numerous 
other studies find positive results from redesigned 
developmental education, academic support 
services, and other interventions.35

The long-term benefits to society of increased community 
college completion are substantial. Setting aside the 
considerable benefits to individuals who can see their 
chances of flourishing increase by completing a community 
college degree, the returns to the general taxpayer are very 
large.

Take, for example, a taxpayer cost–benefit analysis of 
CUNY’s ASAP program. In a 2018 study in the Journal of 
Higher Education, Columbia University’s Henry M. Levin 
and Emma Garcia of the Economic Policy Institute and 
Georgetown University found that for each additional $1 
invested in ASAP, the return to the taxpayer was $3 to $4.36

Levin and Garcia estimate the lifetime earnings of an 
associate’s degree holder to be $964,500 on average, 
compared with $630,300 for a high school graduate, for a net 
gain of $324,100.37 Based on those estimates, they calculate 
that an associate’s degree recipient will pay $165,400 more 
in taxes over her lifetime and will cost taxpayers $40,100 less 
in health expenditures, welfare and public assistance, and 
criminal justice costs. The total public benefit over a lifetime 
is $205,500. The institutional cost of ASAP per graduate for 
the fall 2007 cohort was $59,300, yielding about $3.50 to the 
taxpayer for every $1.00 invested.38 (See Figure 8.) Although 
the analysis focused on ASAP’s ability to boost completion 
rates, the underlying measurements of the benefits of raising 
community college completion apply to any program that 
does so.

The Need for More Research on 
Funding Levels

Because there is strong evidence that current community 
college funding levels are too low to permit colleges and 
their students to achieve what policymakers desire and 
expect, and that certain investments are likely to increase 
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outcomes, we recommend short-, medium- and long-term 
strategies for reform.

In the short term, state and federal policymakers should 
begin to increase funding for community colleges to 
improve opportunities for students. While the precise level 
of funding community colleges need to adequately meet 
their goals is yet to be determined, the evidentiary basis for 
the returns to certain increased public investment is strong, 
so legislators need not wait to act. (In Section 3 of this report, 
we outline specific recommendations for a new federal–
state partnership to boost community college funding.)

In the medium term, federal and state legislators can begin 
to implement a strategy of supporting rigorous research 
to help guide the amount and types of investments to be 
made. Legislators are now in a difficult position, having to 
make decisions about higher education investments without 
sufficient research guidance. There is shockingly little 
research on a basic question: What level of funding could 
produce adequate community college education outcomes? 
The dearth of research is particularly remarkable given the 
extensive body of research that has been conducted in the 
K–12 arena on the same question.

For almost four decades, researchers have studied the 
question of how much funding is necessary to produce an 
adequate elementary and secondary education, including 
an appropriate funding premium to address the needs of 
low-income students.39 A 2008 review of thirteen studies 
found that the cost of educating socioeconomically 
disadvantaged students ranged from 22.5 percent to 167.5 
percent more than the cost of educating students with no 
extra needs.40 In a 2015 analysis, the Education Trust said a 
40 percent premium for educating these students should 
be considered “conservative,” given research finding that it 
costs twice as much to educate low-income students to the 
same standards as more-affluent students.41

Today, at the state level, thirty-seven K–12 funding formulas 
recognize that students with greater needs deserve greater 
resources.42 (See Figure 9.) Research on the level of resources 

needed for community colleges—and accompanying public 
policy responses—are by comparison in their infancy.

Finally, in the long run, we recommend that policymakers 
use the evidence of these research-based efforts to guide 
future funding decisions, in all likelihood increasing support 
for community colleges and their students.

Framework for Estimating Adequate 
Funding for American Community 
Colleges

We believe it is crucial that scholarship on costs at the 
community college level catch up with that for similar K–12 
research. Federal and state policymakers and foundation 
officials should commission research to estimate the true 
costs of community college education. The task is complex, 
but after carefully considering and discussing the challenges, 
we have concluded that it is both possible and necessary for 
researchers to undertake such a study.

In this section, we delve into some of the issues researchers 
will face and make recommendations for a framework of 
how to proceed. We begin by outlining four common 
steps that researchers take when approximating the true 
costs of an adequate K–12 education. We next identify four 
key differences between the K–12 and community college 
sectors that will require scholars to adjust their methodology. 
We then review a few preliminary attempts to estimate costs 
in higher education. Finally, this section culminates in an 
eight-part framework for conducting studies that estimate 
the costs of a community college education.

Costing-Out Studies in Elementary and Secondary 
Education

Since at least the early 1980s, scholars and consultants have 
been engaged in efforts to estimate the costs of providing 
adequate educational programs and services toward 
achieving adequate educational outcomes for children. 
The pace of progress on estimating the costs of adequate 
K–12 education accelerated with the proliferation of state 
accountability systems and outcome measures from the 
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL SELECTIVITY LEVELS 
BY SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS, 2013

PUBLIC INVESTMENT AND RETURN OF ACCELERATED 
STUDY IN ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
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1990s forward, coupled with increased use of those outcome 
measures in the context of litigation challenging the 
adequacy of public school funding under state constitutions. 
Those legal challenges forced the issues of (a) defining 
state constitutional obligations, (b) identifying measures of 
student outcomes which might be used to indicate equity and 
adequacy, and (c) developing reliable and valid methods for 
determining the costs associated with meeting measurable 
outcome goals. Even with improved empirical evidence, 
and even in the presence of judicial orders, the process by 
which state school spending levels and distributions are 
determined remains political, complicated and imperfect.

In this section, we outline four major steps in conducting cost 
analyses, drawn from decades of experiences in elementary 
and secondary education.

STEP 1. IDENTIFY DESIRED OUTCOMES

In order to estimate costs, the first step is to identify with 
some precision the desired outcome. As Bruce Baker and 
Jesse Levin explain in their background paper for this working 

group report, much of the recent interest in estimating the 
costs of meeting specific educational outcome standards in 
elementary and secondary education stems from the role of 
state courts in determining whether adequacy requirements 
of state constitutions have been met.43 In recent decades, 
several states’ high courts have determined that their state 
constitution’s education article requires the legislature to 
provide sufficient funding to meet some minimum standard. 
In a handful of cases, state legislatures—either prior to, or 
in response to, legal challenges and court orders—have 
engaged outside consultants to estimate the costs of 
meeting those standards and provide guidance on state 
school finance systems. Specifically, the consultants are 
hired to provide guidance on how to make those systems 
compliant with constitutional requirements, as articulated 
in court orders. (Similar state constitutional obligations 
arguably extend to remedial courses in community colleges 
to the extent that material was supposed to be taught in 
K–12 schooling.)44

As Baker and Levin explain, constitutional requirements are 
often stated in vague terms, and judicial rulings regarding 

FIGURE 9

K-12 STATE FUNDING FOR LOW-INCOME 
STUDENTS OR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION
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FOUR STEPS IN COSTING OUT A K–12 
EDUCATION

Step 1: Researchers in collaboration with policymakers and 
other key constituents identify the desired outcomes of the 
education system, a prerequisite for determining costs.
Step 2: Researchers in collaboration with policymakers and 
other key constituents identify the relevant unit of analysis for 
estimating those costs, which might focus on aggregations 
of institutions (states or school districts), specific institutions 
or organizations (schools, service providers, and so on) or 
programs and/or services within those institutions.
Step 3: Researchers determine the appropriate methods 
for best identifying the costs associated with the desired 
outcomes, given the units of analysis.
Step 4: Researchers identify the key cost drivers (including 
student disadvantage) that influence the costs of achieving 
the desired outcomes, across settings, institutions, programs 
and services, and the students they serve.

constitutional requirements are at times only marginally 
more precise. Neither is sufficient for making the leap to 
establishing an empirical framework and setting up an 
analysis to determine costs of meeting those requirements. 
Typically, the responsibility for specifying measurable 
outcomes and standards falls on state legislatures and/or 
state boards of education and departments of education. 
State courts may prod legislators to make use of standards, 
which they have already legislated. Further, in the absence 
of judicial intervention, state policymakers may work with 
external consultants to operationalize state standards and 
set goals for cost analyses.

Elementary and secondary education standards and 
accountability systems tend to be based primarily on (a) 
standardized assessments of reading and math from grades 
three to eight, and sometimes grades ten and/or eleven, and 
(b) other measures, such as four-year high school graduation 
rates. Standardized assessments often have assigned “cut-
scores” that declare whether each student’s performance is 
“proficient” (meeting basic standards) or not, and in some 
states, students must pass a common high school exam in 
order to receive a diploma. Increasingly, states have also 

adopted measures of test score growth, and in some cases 
test score growth conditional on student need (comparing 
students of similar backgrounds and needs). These systems 
of measures and indicators, though limited, often serve to 
provide convenient benchmarks for judicial analysis and for 
empirical estimation of “costs.”

STEP 2. IDENTIFY THE RELEVANT UNITS OF ANALYSIS

After identifying outcome goals, researchers must 
determine the appropriate unit of analysis. K–12 education 
systems largely strive to provide a common educational 
program, often with the dominant purpose of preparing 
students for their next level of education. As a result, cost 
analyses can focus on institutions as a whole—schools or 
districts—as their unit of analysis, with a singular set of goals, 
measured academic standards, and outcomes. Typically, at 
the K–12 level, researchers set aside distinctions having to do 
with high school vocational programs and other specialized 
schools (for example, magnet schools, standalone special 
education schools, and so on), even though those schools 
have more varied goals and corresponding programming.

In most cases in elementary and secondary education, 
cost analyses focus on state mandated outcomes and 
constitutional obligations, which are achieved, in turn, by local 
public school districts. However, the unit of analysis may vary 
depending on the costing-out method chosen (see Step 3, 
below). Most input-oriented cost analyses—those that tally 
up the resources needed for delivering specific programs 
and services—focus on schools within districts, and then 
add administrative overhead costs to determine district 
unit costs. Most outcome-oriented approaches, by contrast, 
focus on the district as the unit of analysis, where the district 
and its board of education are primarily responsible for 
financial management of local public schools, and where 
revenue arrives and expenditure allocations are determined. 
However, increasingly, even cost modeling approaches are 
including school-level analyses, in part to begin to attempt 
to reconcile findings between input and outcome-oriented 
methods through hybrid approaches. It is also feasible to take 
these approaches to the next lower level of exploring the 
costs of specific programs and services within institutions. 
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Input-oriented approaches require as much to arrive at 
institution-level costs.

STEP 3. DETERMINE APPROPRIATE COSTING-OUT 
METHODS

In addition to identifying goals and the appropriate unit of 
analysis, researchers must identify the cost analysis method 
that best suits the policy objective; that is, that best enables 
estimation of the full costs of meeting the collectively agreed 
upon outcome goals. Selection of methods may depend in 
part on the measurability of (and available measures of) 
those outcome goals. As alluded to above, method types 
can neatly be categorized as outcome-oriented and input-
oriented approaches.

• Outcome-oriented analyses start with data on 
both student outcomes and the specific programs 
and services used by institutions to generate 
the outcomes. The costs of attaining these 
outcomes across different site settings—defined 
by characteristics such as student needs and size of 
operation—are arrived at using statistical estimation 
techniques referred to as cost functions.

• Input-oriented analyses first identify the staffing, 
materials, supplies and equipment, physical space, 
and other elements (inputs) required to provide 
educational programs and services capable of 
producing the desired outcomes in a variety of 
settings (again, defined by characteristics such as 
student needs, size of operation, and so on). The 
inputs are then costed out and applied to calculate 
the costs of providing programming and services 
across different sites.

Outcome-oriented analysis can only be applied where 
outcome goals have been measured quantitatively over 
time, and where adequate data exist on expenditures, cost, 
and student need factors. However, even where these data 
are limited but still sufficient, cost modeling can be used in 
conjunction with input-oriented methods to develop a fuller 
picture of cost-efficient deployment of resources, programs, 

and services. In the best-case scenario, as discussed in the 
Baker and Levin background report, data are sufficiently rich 
enough to do extensive cost modeling and to combine and 
reconcile those findings with input-oriented estimates of 
institutional costs.

Combining the two approaches may be ideal, because 
it would provide the right information, where it is needed: 
outcome-oriented analyses provide information to legislators 
about the amount of money required to achieve a given set 
of goals, while input-oriented approaches give school leaders 
guidance on where to invest resources.

STEP 4. IDENTIFY COST DRIVERS (INCLUDING STUDENT 
DISADVANTAGE)

An important fourth component of the K–12 analysis involves 
identifying cost factors that may vary from school to school 
(depending on, for example, the size of the school or its 
geographic location) and depending on such factors as the 
proportion of students who are disadvantaged. As discussed 
by Baker and Levin in their background paper, which 
factors influence the costs of achieving desired outcomes 
are relatively well understood in K–12 education, but our 
knowledge of those factors continues to evolve. We know 
those factors to fall into two distinct groups—student need 
factors, and other exogenous cost factors. Further, some 
student need factors operate at the level of the individual 
student and have specific remedies in terms of programs and 
services, while other student need factors operate at the level 
of the collective student population. For example, a student 
with a specific disability or language barrier might need very 
specific supports, whereas an institution serving a generally 
higher poverty student population, from less educated 
households, might require more generalized resource 
intensive interventions (expanded early childhood programs, 
smaller class sizes, and so on). Finding the best measures 
to characterize need and to identify other exogenous cost 
pressures (competitive wage variation, economies of scale, 
population sparsity, and so on) is an important step for either 
input-oriented or outcome-oriented analysis.
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advantaged student populations to begin with, and thus may 
appear more successful by virtue of who they serve rather 
than the quality of programs and services they provide.

Difference 2. Higher Education Has Fewer Standardized Tests 
as Measures of Academic Success

While K–12 education defines outcomes largely by test scores 
and graduation, higher education does not have widespread 
testing, requiring researchers to identify different outcome 
goals.

Unlike K–12 education, community colleges do not have 
a standard way of assessing learning gains. Outcome 
measures and data systems in K–12 education proliferated 
throughout the 1990s and 2000s, enabling statistical analysis 
of those outcomes, factors affecting those outcomes, 
and the costs of meeting those outcomes across varied 
settings and children. Commonly collected and reported 
outcome measures include state standardized assessments, 
originally in reading and math (grades three to eight), 
and later encompassing science and social studies, and 
extending to high school exams. Most recently, many states 
have moved toward assessments of common standards, 
increasing the possibility of estimating costs across multiple 
states concurrently. States also collect school and district 
(institution level) data on graduation rates, attendance rates, 
and, in some cases, college attendance and persistence.

Because the goals of postsecondary education are varied, 
there do not exist similar common assessments of knowledge 
and skills. In fact, one purpose of the intermediate measures 
of knowledge and skills collected in the K–12 system is to be 
predictive of success in core courses at the postsecondary 
level. But success in more specialized postsecondary degree 
and certificate programs is perhaps better measured by 
outcomes that occur later in life, after postsecondary 
schooling has been completed—such as achieving relatively 
greater success in the labor market. In turn, to the extent 
we cannot measure directly or consistently those outcomes 
occurring after postsecondary schooling, we must seek 
intermediate measures within the postsecondary system 

Differences between the K–12 Sector and Community 
Colleges

The four steps employed in K–12 costing-out exercises 
can provide a foundation for beginning to think through 
how such research could be conducted at the community 
college level. But there are critical differences between the 
sectors that will affect the analysis. In seeking to apply K–12 
methodologies to community colleges, four fundamental 
distinctions between postsecondary education and K–12 
education are particularly important. Each of these four 
differences presents unique challenges for estimating the 
cost of providing an adequate community college education, 
as detailed below.

Difference 1. Higher Education Involves More Choice on the 
Part of Students

At the K–12 level, attendance is mandatory and students 
have less choice of programs to pursue. With higher 
education, students have choice of whether or not to pursue 
postsecondary education, at which institution to pursue 
such education, and greater choice about which programs 
to pursue should they decide to enroll in community college.

Unlike K–12 education, higher education is not compulsory. 
An adequate K–12 education system must provide sufficient 
programs and services for all children to achieve desired 
outcomes. In higher education, we must also consider 
access to institutions as a potential outcome of providing 
more adequate programs and services. That is, who comes, 
who stays and who completes? An adequate postsecondary 
education system is one that provides greater access to 
more diverse student populations than presently exists, and 
provides all who enter with equal opportunity to persist and 
complete.

It is insufficient to measure success rates of only those 
students who presently access higher education. Higher 
education institutions that are less accessible, academically, 
financially or geographically, may end up serving more 
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that may be predictive of those outcomes. (We discuss 
proposed outcome measures at length below.)

Difference 3. Higher Education Has More Varied 
Programming and Program-Specific Costs within Institutions

Whereas K–12 has comparatively far more uniform 
programming and cost structures within schools, higher 
education has greater variation within colleges for different 
credentials and within different academic disciplines. These 
credentials and programs differ in costs and goals so 
researchers will have to sort through whether the appropriate 
unit of analysis should be the college department, the degree 
or certificate program, or some combination of these.

At the K–12 level, schools are often an obvious level of 
analysis, but community colleges typically offer a variety of 
programs that raise questions about the appropriate unit 
of analysis. Unlike K–12, where most students in a school 
have roughly common goals (such as developing reading 
and math skills), within community colleges, students have 
varying goals. Some seek degrees, others certificates. Some 
seek specialized skills in programs such as nursing, while 
others seek general education skills that may prepare them 
to transfer to a four-year institution. The student choices 
and varied pathways involved in postsecondary education 
systems increases the complexity of evaluating costs of 
achieving desired outcomes for these systems. But it also 
provides unique opportunities to better understand how 
students’ choices, coupled with institutional structures and 
supports, affect outcomes.

Difference 4. Higher Education Has Fewer Essential Needs 
Programs in Place That Provide Supports Known to Improve 
Student Outcomes, Especially for Marginalized Student 
Populations

For minors in the K–12 system, federal, state, and local policy 
provides for breakfast and lunch (free and reduced meals 
programs), health care (the Child Health Insurance Program, 
known as CHIP), and transportation (free bus service for 
students who cannot walk to school). Analogous higher 

education programs are sometimes built into financial aid 
programs but are often not well developed.

Unlike K–12 education, where supports for nutrition, health, 
textbooks, and transportation are considered essential 
programs, at the community college level, those supports, 
while vitally important, are frequently not provided to 
students.

In elementary and secondary education, we have come 
to realize that the provision of an equitable and adequate 
system for all eligible children requires the provision of 
more than merely academic programs. Children must be 
transported to those programs, including students who do 
not have family supports to provide transportation. Children 
must be well fed in order to be successful in school, and thus 
we provide subsidized lunches and breakfast for children 
from low-income families. In many cases, state and local 
systems provide additional supports, including physical 
and mental health screenings, after-school programs, and a 
variety of parent and community supports. Some of these 
“supplemental” or “wrap-around” services come about with 
increased knowledge and awareness that these supports 
contribute efficiently to student success on measured 
outcomes. At the K–12 level, taxpayers also provide textbook 
materials free of charge.

It is similarly the case that college-aged students (traditional 
or nontraditional) have inequitable access to transportation, 
and may also lack food and/or housing security. These are 
essential elements to student success. Adults too must 
get to school (and/or have sufficient technology to log in 
online), be well fed, and have housing security to ensure their 
persistence and completion of programs. In addition, they 
must be able to afford materials and supplies (textbooks). 
Sometimes supports for textbooks, meal plans, and housing 
are incorporated into financial aid programs, particularly 
at four-year residential colleges, but community college 
students often lack access to these types of assistance. 
As discussed further below, since these supports have not 
historically been broadly and uniformly provided within the 
public higher education system, identifying the cost of doing 
so at public expense is necessary.
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Early Efforts to Apply Costing-Out Methods to 
Higher Education and Community Colleges

Perhaps because of the complexity of applying K–12 costing-
out techniques to higher education, few such studies have 
been conducted to date. Instead, community college studies 
tend to focus on existing levels of expenditures rather than 
on their costs to achieve a given objective. As Baker and 
Levin’s background report emphasizes, expenditure studies 
are more straightforward because they do not require 
a measure of outcome goals as cost studies necessarily 
do. Expenditure studies merely characterize existing 
expenditures of institutions, given whatever outcomes they 
presently achieve. That said, expenditure data could be 
used in combination with outcome data, and data on school 
contexts and students, to infer the specific costs associated 
with achieving current outcome levels, and to extrapolate 
costs associated with achieving different outcome levels.

In this section, we begin with a discussion of existing 
expenditure studies, then review two early efforts to begin 
to assess costs.

EXPENDITURE STUDIES

Researchers have conducted several expenditure studies 
on postsecondary institutions in general and community 
colleges in particular, using national data sources either 
directly from the Integrated Postsecondary Education 
Data System (IPEDS), or as compiled for the Delta Cost 
Project.45 Most recently, Tammy Kolbe and Bruce Baker 
conducted two studies of the levels, distribution, and trends 
in community college expenditures by state.

The first study evaluates the level and progressiveness 
of total spending and instructional spending per pupil for 
community colleges by state. Specifically, Kolbe and Baker 
explore whether and to what extent community colleges in 
counties with lower-income populations spend the same 
(flat), less (regressive), or more (progressive) per pupil than 
community colleges in higher-income counties. The study 
establishes a baseline for understanding present spending 

levels across states, and for knowing which states have 
generally more progressive versus regressive spending.

The second expenditure study benchmarks the level and 
progressiveness of spending in state community college 
systems against K–12 spending.46 As with the first, the 
results vary widely across states and provide a baseline for 
understanding state policy and contextual differences. In 
addition, the findings allow for a comparison of the level of 
commitment to community colleges relative to elementary 
and secondary education systems, for which a broader 
collection of comparative studies exists. Like the first study, 
this study considers only existing spending, toward existing 
outcomes (that is, it does not attempt to calculate the 
costs of providing educational adequacy). Both analyses 
confirm that most existing community college systems do 
not systematically provide additional funding to community 
colleges in lower-income settings. Many are neutral at best, 
and still many others are significantly regressive.

THE REAL COST PROJECT (2003)

One notable example of “cost” analysis applied to a 
community college system is the Real Cost Project, 
conducted on behalf of the California Community College 
system in 2003.47 The Real Cost Project was similar to early 
elementary and secondary education cost studies, which, 
instead of focusing on measured student outcomes, focused 
on programs and services, including additional supports that 
were presumed (preferably based on research) to lead to 
desirable outcomes. The approach lays out prototypical 
institutions based on a collection of best practices. Those 
prototypical institutions may be developed through 
consensus-building activities with focus groups of informed 
professionals, and/or expert knowledge of research-based 
practices.

The Real Cost Project involved creating similar prototype 
institutions, as described here:

The prototype is not the median college, but it is 
also not a baseline institution which has only those 
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characteristics shared by all colleges. That approach 
would tend to understate the important local context 
of rural and urban colleges, and obscure one of the 
purposes of the Real Cost Project—to capture the 
unique cost structure associated with the diverse 
student population of the California Community 
Colleges. So while the prototype does not describe 
any actual college perfectly, it is a reasonable 
representation of typical demographics, generally 
as reflected in statewide enrollment patterns. As a 
result, the prototype college looks like California in 
its relative composition of academic preparation, 
ethnicity . . . and gender, disability, income status and 
public assistance, and part-time/fulltime status.48

In addition, the resources prescribed for the prototype were 
driven by a set of quality indicators, albeit not necessarily 
outcome measures:

 These Quality Indicators represent an integrated 
approach to quality student learning and 
achievement. Group learning, team teaching, learning 
communities, intensive writing across the curriculum, 
and individualized interaction between faculty 
and students are possible at the prototype college 
because of the combination of smaller classes, a shift 
in faculty time allocation toward students, extensive 
professional development and training in pedagogical 
strategies, and a substantial change in the curriculum. 
Every student desiring to transfer to a baccalaureate 
university would have a meaningful transfer and 
educational plan—more than merely a ministerial 
signature on a form. These are essential attributes of 
a quality education for the broad diversity of students 
at the California Community Colleges.49

Using a number of quality indicators (such as class size, 
high-quality faculty and staff, need for counseling and health 
services, equipment, and technology), the group derived a 
cost estimate of $9,200 per full-time equivalent student—
considerably higher than the actual amount spent around 
the time (2003), which was less than $5,000.50

BAKER/MORPHEW RESOURCE COST MODELING (RCM, 
2007)

In a 2007 analysis, Bruce Baker and Christopher Morphew 
developed the conceptual thinking around applying cost 
modeling to higher education by tackling an important 
complexity: that unlike K–12 education, where course taking 
is largely prescribed, college students have greater choice 
in course selection. Specifically, the authors examined how 
“resource cost modeling”—an input-oriented costing-out 
approach used at the K–12 level—could apply to higher 
education, given the varying course-taking pathways 
students pursue to earning their degrees.51

The authors point out that if we are to look at outcome 
measures such as program or degree completion, one must 
consider not only the way in which institutions organize their 
resources, but also the varied ways in which students access 
those resources toward degree completion. For example, 
students completing a program in mathematics navigate 
their way through general education courses as well as math 
courses, drawing on resources across units within institutions, 
not merely the higher-level unit offering the degree or 
credential. Among those students pursuing degrees in math, 
there may be a handful of most common pathways (which 
represent resource consumption patterns) to completion. 
Students may also access varied additional supports—
academic, residential, and so on—as they navigate their way 
toward program completion. A comprehensive and precise 
estimate of the costs associated with program completion 
must account for the ways in which students access resources 
along the way. That is, cost estimates must take into account 
student pathways to program completion by considering all 
of the costs associated with providing access to those specific 
pathways and associated resources. The study provided an 
important advance in how K–12 techniques could apply to 
the very different world of higher education.

Framework for Applying K–12 Methods to 
Community Colleges

The earlier efforts at costing out a college education 
provide a basis upon which researchers can build in order 
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to try something that is unprecedented: a full-fledged 
study to estimate the costs of an adequate community 
college education. Our goal is to advance the thinking 
on this question by providing a framework for applying 
cost estimation methods from elementary and secondary 
education to community colleges, recognizing the 
distinctions between the two.

Below, we identify eight key decision points that researchers 
will face in applying well-established K–12 analysis principles 
to the community college sector. For each challenge, we 
make recommendations providing our best advice on how 
to proceed.

Issue 1: In beginning to define goals, how should researchers 
address the non-mandatory nature of attendance in higher 
education? Because students are not required by law to 
attend community college, how do we define goals in a way 
that incorporates access?

In K–12 education, schooling is typically compulsory for 
students through age sixteen, so an outcome metric—such 
as high school completion—starts with a base of students 
that is universal. In the community college sector, by contrast, 
attendance is not mandatory, so a measure that looked at 
completion rates would not tell us whether a college is doing 
a good job of providing access to students (by recruiting 
them, offering courses that are in demand at convenient 
times, and so on). Indeed, a system that defined outcomes 
strictly in terms of proportion of beginning students who 
complete could provide a perverse incentive of encouraging 
community colleges to recruit only the most prepared 
students, screening out those with less preparation.

Recommendation 1: Any evaluation to determine the costs of 
providing an adequate system of community colleges must 
include, as one of many outcome measures, indicators of the 
population served, and ideally should capture the breadth and 
equity of access. One might consider, for example, the needs 
for postsecondary education across economic, geographic, 
racial, and ethnic groups, and the system’s equity of access. 
And one might evaluate the extent to which the population 

EIGHT ISSUES IN APPLYING K–12 METHODS TO 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
 
1. In beginning to define goals, how should researchers 
address the non-mandatory nature of attendance in higher 
education? Because students are not required by law to 
attend community college, how do we define goals in a way 
that incorporates access?
2. In further defining goals, what is the best way to articulate 
adequate outcomes? Should researchers consider 
intermediate goals, such as completion, ultimate goals such 
as labor market outcomes, or some combination of the two?
3. In defining goals even further, how should researchers 
assess the appropriate level of success to be costed out? 
Not every high school student in a state is likely to complete 
a community college degree or certificate or higher, for 
example, so how should the appropriate degree of success 
sought be determined?
4. How should researchers capture costs across different 
educational units (program-level versus institutional-level 
costs)?
5. Should researchers employ an input-oriented or an 
output-oriented analysis, or a hybrid approach?
6. What adjustments to the prototypical community college 
costs should be made for institutions with higher student 
need factors? Should need measures include economic 
disadvantage, academic preparedness from high school, 
first generation college status, nontraditional/adult learner 
status, race, and/or other factors?
7. How should researchers account for student needs such as 
food, housing, transportation, and childcare?
8. What adjustments should researchers make to the cost 
of a prototypical community college education for other 
variations in cost related to region, scale, program, and the 
like?

served sufficiently represents disadvantaged student 
populations in the relevant service region.

To calculate the cost associated with a particular goal 
requires that researchers define the outcome measures and 
the levels denoting accomplishment of the goal. In this case, 
to determine the types and quantities of resources necessary 
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to successfully recruit and serve a particular population of 
students requires that one first define the target population. 
To this end, a key step would be to perform a descriptive 
analysis of the composition of enrollment with respect to 
student characteristics (for example, low-income status, 
first-generation college enrollee, ethnic minority, and so on) 
across college campuses throughout the state.

Recruitment targets would then be set across the groups, 
which would be included as part of the goal definition. Note 
that results of the descriptive analysis would be used as a 
baseline. That is, the chosen targets may not be simply to 
achieve the average composition of enrolling students, but 
rather to significantly improve recruitment among student 
groups who are currently underrepresented.

Costs of the efforts involved in an expanded targeted 
recruitment effort, as well as the different and possibly 
additional supports necessary to adequately serve the new 
composition of enrolling students, could then be calculated 
through an input-oriented method, such as professional 
judgment.

Issue 2: In further defining goals, should researchers consider 
intermediate metrics, such as completion, or ultimate goals, 
such as labor market outcomes, or some combination of the 
two?

Among the thorniest issues researchers face in applying 
K–12 costing-out techniques is articulating a clear set of 
goals for adequate outcomes. K–12 cost analyses have the 
convenience of falling back on short-run academic outcomes 
as their goal, as those outcomes are predictive of success at 
the next stage of their education. Many community college 
programs are career-specific, and thus the desired outcomes 
are employment and income. Should researchers consider 
labor market outcomes as the appropriate measure, 
intermediate measures such as retention and completion 
and transfer, or some combination of the two?

In their background report for the working group, Anthony 
Carnevale, Jeff Strohl, and Artem Gulish of Georgetown 
University make the argument that economic adequacy 

is a necessary condition to achieve educational adequacy. 
In making this argument, they suggest that labor market 
outcomes are the most appropriate metric. Because 
delivering economic self-sufficiency is critical, they argue, 
a community college education should help students attain 
skills that will enable them to earn a living. In American 
society, where government provides few supports to those 
not in the labor market, human flourishing requires that 
individuals be economically self-sufficient. Merely providing 
resources to allow students to complete a community college 
certificate or degree is an insufficient measure of success, 
Carnevale and colleagues argue, because completion does 
not guarantee adequate labor market outcomes.

What level of labor market success is necessary to allow 
for human flourishing in contemporary American society? 
Carnevale and colleagues operationalize their approach by 
suggesting a two-part test for economic self-sufficiency: 
(1) “a program must leave its graduates earning more than 
$35,000 per year ten years after they have completed it”; 
and (2) “over that ten-year period, that program also must 
provide its graduates with a sufficient earnings premium, 
compared to the earnings of workers with only a high-school 
diploma, to cover the program’s total cost to the student.”52 

This second requirement typically translates into a minimum 
salary of $42,000.53 The authors say adjustments to these 
requirements should be made to account for cost of living 
variations by region, and that race and gender discrimination 
in the workplace, and society’s need for people to enter the 
intellectual and caring professions, should be considered in 
using earnings outcome metrics.

Carnevale and colleagues argue this two-part standard 
provides the minimum economic self-sufficiency necessary 
for human flourishing because it allows for entry into the 
bottom rungs of the middle class. A $35,000 salary for a full-
time worker generally translates into a $50,000 income for 
a household. They further note that because there are so 
many different costs associated with achieving completion 
outcomes in different programs, it is not possible, using a 
completion metric, to estimate a single cost for a community 
college education.
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We think this approach has many strengths. Monitoring these 
data makes sense, and the use of the measures as minimal 
thresholds could be appropriate in some circumstances. But 
as Carnevale and colleagues themselves note, a number 
of complications arise with operationalizing a stand-alone 
labor market outcome goal.

For one thing, the ability to achieve these economic targets 
is not in the control of the community colleges alone. Linking 
employment and income to program quality is complicated 
by regional labor market variations, employment supply and 
demand, and temporal cycles. These outcomes depend on 
economic conditions, and labor markets that can fluctuate 
more rapidly than institutions can adapt.

Moreover, it is questionable whether we would want our 
community colleges to try to adapt to every cyclical shift 
in employment demand. Specifically, while earnings growth 
might be one measure upon which to judge community 
college performance, it would be undesirable to structure 
goals such that community colleges are put in the position of 
determining program offerings based only on their expected 
labor market returns.54 This could result in a significant 
narrowing of program offerings and there is no guarantee 
that community colleges would do a good job at precisely 
forecasting returns to specific degrees or credentials.

In addition, the ten-year lag between the observed goal and 
the programmatic investment complicates the application 
of this standard.

Moreover, while the $35,000 threshold is appropriate for 
estimating the costs of an education that is adequate for 
generating what we broadly consider to be “good jobs,” we 
acknowledge that this threshold is not universally achievable. 
Indeed, it is based only on those who currently complete 
community college credentials, who constitute less than 
40 percent of all those currently enrolled—and only two-
thirds of that group now achieve this standard. (See issue 
3 below, discussing appropriate rates of success for which 
policymakers should strive.) Moreover, if we successfully 
increase access and enrollment in community college for 

disadvantaged or low-achieving groups who do not now 
attend, attainment of the $35,000 goal could fall even lower.

To be clear, the working group approves of all investments 
in postsecondary education that are cost-efficient and 
materially improve the lives of all students, even if the 
subsequent earnings of these students fall short of helping of 
meeting the $35,000 standard. Policymakers should always 
consider the public’s “return on investment,” which examines 
the increase in earnings generated by education measured 
against the cost of the investment.55 For instance, a short-
term and low-cost certificate that raises some students’ 
earnings from $10,000 to $15,000 annually might well be 
cost-efficient and appropriate for those students, especially 
those who are not in a position to pursue or attain more 
substantial credentials.

Accordingly, we believe that the attainment of $35,000 
in earnings should be considered the relevant standard of 
an “adequate” education for some substantial part of the 
community college population, while a somewhat different 
standard—consistent with cost-efficiency and significant 
earnings improvements for those with currently low 
earnings—is acceptable for those not able to attain associate 
degrees or the best-paying certificates anytime soon, 
as long as there are clear pathways to further education. 
Exactly what these alternative standards should be, and for 
how many students each standard is appropriate, could be 
determined by further research.

We are also concerned about the effect of predicating the 
goals of community colleges on a single result—labor market 
outcomes. Public opinion research suggests individuals have 
a wide variety of rationales for pursuing community college.56 
Individuals and the public derive utility from education for 
reasons other than pecuniary gain (for example, to satisfy 
one’s curiosity in or passion for a subject), and society invests 
in education in order to produce better citizens and parents, 
in addition to better workers. In this way, education is similar 
to other public goods, such as parks, that public dollars 
regularly support.
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Furthermore, potential income varies by the program or 
degree sought, which in turn is a function of the interests 
and desires of individual students. It may well be that the 
expected income for a graduate of a computer technology 
training program exceeds that for the veterinary technician 
from the same institution. But the animal lover who truly 
desires to be a veterinary technician might find little life 
satisfaction in maintaining and troubleshooting a bank of 
computer servers in a corporate basement. If the community 
college will not offer veterinary programs, she may seek 
that program elsewhere, perhaps through a private online 
provider who will offer an inferior program. At the very least, 
the outcome measures must be sensitive to student choices, 
and must vary by program, degree, certificate, or academic 
trajectory. A floor of $35,000 to join the middle-class (or 
$42,000 to equal the total cost of a program) may not cover 
important trajectories that students desire.

In part for these reasons, as Baker and Levin point out, 
most existing mechanisms of accountability for community 
colleges—such as performance-based funding—use proximal 
measures, such as completion, rather than distal measures, 
such as labor market outcomes.57 Such intermediate 
measures, while imperfect, avoid the complications 
associated with a labor market outcome measure and 
are typically associated with improved earnings. At the 
same time, we agree with Carnevale and colleagues that 
proximal measures by themselves are not sufficient, because 
completion of a degree that does not support adequate 
earnings cannot be considered a benchmark of success. We 
therefore suggest a third path that brings together proximal 
and distal outcome measures.

Recommendation 2: Proximal measures such as successful 
completion of a program should serve as the primary goal.58 
However, this measure should include a validation check 
that these proximal measures translate into positive labor 
market outcomes for students leaving the particular programs 
and institutions. In other words, we recommend bringing 
together the recommendations in the two previous reports 
by Carnevale, Gulish, and Strohl and by Baker and Levin. 
Given practical concerns, preliminary attempts to estimate 
the cost of adequate community college programs should 

focus on intermediate measurable outcomes, such as access, 
persistence, and completion toward degrees, certificates, 
or successful transfer (followed by completion). However, 
degree and certificate completion measures can be validated 
by their relation to longer-term economic outcomes.

That is to say, we suggest an approach that takes Baker and 
Levin’s preference for intermediate, proximate outcomes 
and the preference of Carnevale, Gulish, and Strohl for 
distal outcomes and meets in the middle. Researchers 
would provide an estimate for what it costs to achieve a 
reasonable level of completion in a particular program. That 
information is important given that completion, whatever 
the labor market outcomes, can have independent value. 
Separately—looking at labor market outcomes for graduates 
of this program across a variety of community colleges 
over time—researchers would provide an estimate of what 
it costs to make it likely that graduates in the program will 
also meet a labor market wage test. Policymakers would 
have information about costs associated with meeting the 
completion standard on the one hand, and the labor market 
standard on the other, and individual states could decide the 
relative weight to be accorded to each factor at any given 
point in time.

Issue 3: In defining goals even further, how should researchers 
assess the appropriate level of success to be costed out? Not 
everyone in a state is likely to complete a community college 
degree or certificate or higher, for example, so how should the 
appropriate degree of success sought be determined?

Whether using proximate goals (degree or certificate 
completion), distal goals (such as a $35,000 annual salary), 
or some combination, public policy goals do not expect 
perfection. It is unlikely that 100 percent of state residents 
will complete a degree or certificate, or that 100 percent of 
community college graduates will make more than $35,000 
a year, so policymakers must set ambitious but realistic 
goals. Today, for example, 67 percent of community college 
graduates with an associate’s degree make $35,000 a year 
ten years after graduation,59 so a public policy goal might be 
to raise that level above 67 percent, but aim for something 
less than 100 percent.
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How should such goals be set? Researchers could model 
a particular success rate for associate’s degree holders, 
or provide cost estimates for a range of success rates—75 
percent, 85 percent, and 95 percent, for example. Similar 
percentages would need to be calculated for those earning 
certificates with reasonable labor market returns.60 In 
determining the range, researchers could examine existing 
success rates as a benchmark, and then look to projections 
for employer demand of skill levels in the future. Alternatively, 
policymakers could conduct surveys of stakeholders to 
determine acceptable success rates. As outlined below, we 
recommend a combination of approaches.

Recommendation 3: Researchers should cost out not a single 
success rate, but instead focus on a range of possible levels 
of success, guided by research on community needs and 
public engagement of stakeholders.61 In determining what the 
acceptable range might be, we suggest the definitions of 
success be informed by solid analysis of existing access and 
success measures across campuses in a community college 
system. In addition, this question can be greatly informed 
through authentic public engagement where individuals 
with a stake in community college success rates are able 
to provide input as to what they perceive as an appropriate 
goal. Public engagement of this sort has been undertaken 
in K–12 cost studies. For example, in the adequacy studies 
for New Mexico and New York, researchers held public 
engagement forums throughout the state to promote 
input from parents, teachers, business leaders, taxpayers, 
and other citizens as to what constitutes an adequate 
education (that is, how the goals should be defined). For 
the New Mexico study, two surveys were administered to 
all legislators, superintendents, and principals in the state, 
and to the general public, respectively.62 We recommend a 
similar approach with respect to determining success goals 
for community colleges.

Issue 4: How should researchers capture costs across different 
educational units: at the program level, institutional level, or 
some combination?

As discussed earlier, in K–12 costing-out studies, the unit of 
analysis is typically a school district or an individual school 

because there are common outcome goals and roughly 
common cost structures for programs. But community 
colleges are different. Outcomes (especially labor market 
outcomes) can vary dramatically by programs within 
community colleges, as can costs associated with different 
certificate and degree programs (for example, welding 
versus general education).

At the same time, students do not take courses only in 
their program of study. As Baker and Morphew suggested 
in their 2007 study, students pursuing any specific degree 
or program goal access a distribution of coursework across 
multiple units (departments) within an institution. Likewise, 
there are common costs (for example, administration) that 
run across individual programs, so it is difficult to isolate 
costs solely by particular programs.

We again recommend a hybrid approach. This method 
merges the program-level and institution-level analyses 
through an examination of student pathways.

Recommendation 4: Because costs vary dramatically by 
program, and students take some of their classes in different 
programs, researchers should use transcripts to identify typical 
pathways and associated costs. Then, after the program-level 
cost analysis is completed, researchers can also compute the 
costs at the institutional level by adding up the participants 
in various programs and apportioning institutional costs 
that cut across programs (for example, for student services, 
campus infrastructure, and so on).

Deeper exploration of student pathways will aid in 
identifying those resources accessed by certain students 
in certain contexts that result in their most efficiently 
completing program requirements. Exploration of resources 
associated with student pathways through institutions may 
be supplemented with exploration of the ways in which 
resources are organized and delivered within and across 
different types of institutions.

Persistence and completion toward students’ degree, 
certificate, or academic transfer goals must be analyzed 
from the perspective of the pathways (course selection, 
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sequence) students take through community colleges. 
Further, one can use student transcript data to identify 
which pathways frequently taken by students lead to greater 
success rates and whether the match between pathway and 
successful outcomes differs by the backgrounds of students.

Issue 5: Should researchers employ an input-oriented or an 
output-oriented analysis, or a hybrid approach?

As discussed earlier, step three of the K–12 costing-out 
process looks at whether to use an approach that is outcome-
oriented, income-oriented, or employs a combination of 
the two. Outcome-oriented analyses use “cost functions” 
to see what resources have been necessary at institutions 
to achieve a given result (such as access and completion). 
Input-oriented analyses, by contrast, begin by asking experts 
to identify key ingredients (staffing, materials, supplies and 
equipment, physical space, and other elements) required to 
achieve a particular result. These ingredients are then costed 
out.

Both approaches offer advantages. Outcome oriented 
studies provide validation that a given level of expenditure 
has resulted in certain outcomes, but provide little guidance 
on where institutions should allocate resources. Input-
oriented studies, by contrast, rely on experts to inform 
where money should be spent but often lack the real-world 
validation that these expenditures will achieve a given result.

A third approach draws upon elements of the input and 
output methods.

Recommendation 5: Researchers should draw upon the 
best elements of the output-oriented and input-oriented 
approaches in an iterative process. By combining the two 
approaches, researchers can determine what particular 
spending levels have been able to produce actual outcomes, 
but also providing guidance to colleges on what ingredients 
are most effective.

For outcome-based modeling, we suggest estimating at 
the program level, the relationship between measured 
outcomes, expenses associated with resources consumed 

(via student pathways), contextual cost factors, and student 
need factors. We also suggest estimating institutional cost 
models, with consideration of the distribution of students 
across program types. Outcome-based modeling will aid 
in setting per-pupil cost targets toward achieving specific 
persistence and completion rates by program, context and 
student types.

Outcome-based models can also provide guidance about 
which community college programs are relatively more 
efficient and thereby aid the input-oriented investigation 
into the combination of personnel and non-personnel 
resources that are used to produce the results. This input 
analysis, aided by experts, could generate insights for 
community college leaders into which investments are 
commonly found at colleges that are highly effective. Those 
findings, in turn, could be a jumping off point for more 
rigorous cost-effectiveness analysis of the type done on 
the City University of New York’s ASAP program. As these 
types of studies accumulate, they might be used to provide 
for community college leaders a calculator showing price 
per improvement.

Issue 6: What adjustments to the prototypical community 
college costs should be made for institutions with higher 
student needs? Should need measures include economic 
disadvantage, academic preparedness from high school, first-
generation college status, nontraditional/adult learner status, 
race, and/or other factors?

As with K–12 schools, certain community colleges are likely 
to have additional costs associated with educating high-
needs students who are, on average, less likely to complete. 
Costing-out analysis needs to adjust costs for programs 
and institutions based on the level of need. Typically, at 
the K–12 level, costs are adjusted based on factors such 
as student poverty, academic preparedness, and special 
education status. In higher education, performance-based 
funding models typically provide a premium in funding for 
success with students who are, on average, less likely to 
complete, such as those eligible for Pell Grants, those who 
are first-generation college students, and those who are 
nontraditional/adult learners. Given the well-documented 
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role that racial and ethnic discrimination has played and 
continues to play in American society, states should also 
consider using underrepresented minority status as a need 
factor.

What is the best way to determine what need factors to 
employ? Our recommendation is to be guided by research.

Recommendation 6: In order to isolate which need factors 
are associated with a need for greater funding, researchers 
should conduct a statistical analysis to determine those factors 
that most heavily predict reduced outcomes, controlling for 
other factors. Researchers should review the literature for 
economic and demographic factors as well as academic 
preparedness (from high school) and whether the student is 
a first-generation or nontraditional/adult college student, as 
well as any additional factors that might be identified which 
lead to decreased likelihood of persistence and completion.

Issue 7: How should researchers account for student needs 
such as food, housing, transportation, and child care?

A growing body of research suggests that college students—
particularly community college students—face significant 
needs associated with food, housing, transportation, and 
childcare.63 (Thirty percent of community college students 
have dependent children.)64 Just as policymakers have long 
recognized that certain elementary and secondary pupils 
need publicly supported transportation to get to school, 
and free breakfast and lunch while on campus, policymakers 
need to acknowledge that community colleges, as an 
extension of elementary and secondary public education, 
need to grapple with providing critical supports to 
disadvantaged individuals.65 Four-year residential colleges, 
likewise, recognize that in order for students to succeed, all 
need access to housing, food, and health care. Americans 
appreciate this reality. A 2018 Demos poll found that six in 
ten Americans agree that full-time public college students 
who work part-time should not have to go into debt to pay 
for “books, groceries, transportation, and rent.”66

Since housing and food security is so critical to student 
success, calculating the cost of addressing those needs 

is a necessary element of the costing-out work. For some 
students, existing federal or state aid may be enough to 
address student needs. For some needs, costs may be 
covered through state appropriations to institutions or 
through grant aid, while others may be supplied through 
other services or means. Lumping all costs together, however, 
can provide a very misleading picture of community college 
costs in state-to-state comparisons.67

Recommendation 7: Researchers should separate out the 
costs associated with direct educational services from equally 
important costs associated with students’ basic needs. In this 
way, policymakers have a complete picture of what resources 
are necessary for student success and they can identify ways 
that services and resources can be provided and financed.

It is critical to find ways to estimate the costs necessary 
for student success, even when they may not be delivered 
directly by community colleges. Providing food and 
housing security and ensuring accessible transportation are 
prerequisites for students to be able to engage in a quality 
higher education experience.

Issue 8: What adjustments should researchers make to the 
cost of a prototypical community college education for other 
variations in cost related to region, scale, program, and the 
like?

It is not enough for researchers to identify the costs of 
delivering an adequate community college education at the 
typical institution. Costs will vary based on such factors as 
region (wages necessary to attract staff and faculty), size 
(economies of scale), program (for example, welding versus 
general education), and other cost drivers. We recommend 
following procedures first established in the K–12 setting.

Recommendation 8: Any cost analysis of community 
colleges must give thorough consideration to geographic 
and structural cost factors as well as student need factors 
(outlined above) that affect the costs of achieving desired 
outcome goals. Cost and need factors are reasonably well 
understood in K–12 cost analysis and many of those factors 
carry over into community college analysis. For one, regional 
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competitiveness of faculty and staff wages most certainly 
plays into the estimation of costs. So too does economies 
of scale, both at the institutional and program level. We 
recommend adopting these well-established adjustments in 
K–12 studies to community college sector research.

Translating Empirical Evidence into 
Policy

Creating the research to establish expenditures necessary to 
support an adequate community college education should 
provide a strong basis for reform. However, it is only a step 
preliminary to implementing the research findings in the real 
world.

Whenever introducing empirical evidence into policy 
deliberations, especially where large sums of tax dollars are 
involved, expectations must be realistic. Cost estimates 
may inform policy, but they will likely never determine it 
directly and precisely. As Baker and Levin discuss in their 
background report, cost estimates in K–12 education are 
often used to benchmark whether and to what extent state 
school finance systems are meeting adequacy requirements. 
Estimates of the cost of achieving desired outcomes can 
assist policymakers in steering state funding systems in the 
right direction. Without such evidence, that direction is 
unknown.

Empirical estimates themselves may be imprecise, based on 
limited sets of outcomes, or other imperfect or incomplete 
data. But the evidence should not be disregarded outright 
for these reasons, because reasonable estimates are most 
certainly better than none at all. Those estimates can be 
used to set overall levels of funding and to determine how 
much more funding is needed for some students, in some 
programs and institutions, to achieve comparable rates of 
access, persistence, and completion.
How will policymakers greet studies of the true cost of a 
community college education? We begin this section by 
acknowledging the political impediments to reform. We 
then cite some reasons for optimism and make suggestions 
for reform to break the logjam on community college 
funding reform.

Acknowledging the Impediments to Reform

It is important to acknowledge frankly that policymakers 
seeking to act upon new research on the funding levels 
needed to promote a strong community college education 
will face considerable obstacles. Today’s system, which 
underfunds community colleges, is increasingly reliant upon 
tuition dollars rather than state support, and continues to 
rely heavily on the wealth of localities—both of which can 
undercut adequate funding.

As Richard Kahlenberg, Robert Shireman, Kimberly Quick, 
and Tariq Habash note in a background report for the 
working group, the current funding of community colleges is 
based on a hybrid model that draws a piece from four-year 
colleges (with some reliance on tuition dollars) and another 
piece from K–12 education (with some reliance on local 
appropriations). In some ways, however, this in-between 
position results in the worst of both worlds. The reliance on 
local funds is regressive, since wealthier districts supply more 
funds to community colleges in rich areas; and the reliance 
on tuition dollars means the burden of funding education 
can be shifted from the state to the individual—which is 
precisely what legislators have done in recent years, as the 
student population has grown more diverse.68

Originally, tuition was not a major source of community 
college funding. Many of the early community colleges—
at the time usually referred to as “junior” colleges—began 
as extensions of K–12 education systems and followed the 
K–12 model that is 100 percent funded by state and local 
appropriations. But this relationship has shifted over time. 
Between the 1999–2000 and 2014–15 academic years, the 
proportion of state and local funding of two-year colleges 
declined from 64 percent to 52 percent, and funding through 
tuition revenue increased from 22 percent to 33 percent.69

Today, scaling investments to meet adequate levels of 
funding for community colleges faces three critical political 
challenges associated with political power realities, state 
budget constraints, and declining support for higher 
education as registered in public opinion research.
First, current institutional funding disparities—both those 
between four-year universities and community colleges 
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and those among community colleges themselves—result 
in part from inequitable access to political power.70 State 
representatives—who are more likely to have attended 
or sent their children to four-year institutions—may also 
be more likely to respond to these schools rather than to 
community colleges.71

Second, state policymakers determining community college 
funding face budget constraints. States slashed their higher 
education budgets during the Great Recession, but even 
today, slow revenue growth—which economists attribute to 
a number of factors, including state decisions to enact costly 
tax cuts—poses challenges to meeting adequacy funding 
goals.

More troubling still, there is evidence that recent state 
disinvestment in public higher education may be related 
to the growing demographic diversity of the student 
population. Although conservatives complain about liberal 
bias among higher education faculty, Ronald Brownstein of 
The Atlantic makes the case that the changing demographics 
of the student body seems a more likely explanation for 
conservative enthusiasm to cut higher education budgets. 
There has been a “clear determination . . . to shift the burden 
from the community collectively to families individually 
precisely as the student body is reaching historic levels of 
diversity.”72 As the nation’s population becomes blacker and 
browner, this challenge may become even more acute.

Finally, there is some evidence that support of and 
confidence in institutions of higher education have fallen 
among Republicans and conservatives. A 2018 New 
America survey shows that Republican support for funding 
is waning (even as overall impressions of higher education 
remain positive). According to a 2017 survey by Pew 
Research Center, moreover, 58 percent of Republicans and 
Republican-leaning independents believe that colleges and 
universities have a negative effect on the way things are 
going in the country, while just 36 percent say their effect is 
positive. The Pew survey had found Republicans’ attitudes 
towards college were positive as recently as 2014, when a 
54 percent majority of Republicans and Republican-leaners 
said that colleges were having a positive effect.73

Reasons for Optimism and a Path Forward

Although the current funding system—and the political 
dynamics underlying it—is troubling, we also think there are 
three reasons to be hopeful for reform.

First, community colleges have not suffered the same 
decline in popularity that higher education has as a whole. A 
2018 Demos poll found that 85 percent of Americans have 
a favorable view of community colleges, compared with 66 
percent who have such a view of private four-year colleges.74 

(See Figure 10.) Adam Harris, writing in The Atlantic, 
noted, “Despite lukewarm feelings about higher education 
generally, 80 percent of Americans have a positive view 
of the institution near them—that often means community 
colleges.”75 Part of the relative popularity of two-year 
institutions may also have to do with their visible connection 
to workforce and economic development. Former 
Republican Tennessee governor Bill Haslam explicitly linked 
his support for community colleges to his larger “Drive to 
55” campaign to boost economic development in the state 
by increasing to 55 percent the proportion of residents with 
a postsecondary credential.76

Second, new research evidence can sometimes make 
a difference in public policy circles. For example, after 
publication of the research cited above finding that the 
City University of New York’s ASAP program’s benefits to 
taxpayers outweigh the costs by more than three to one, 
policymakers and philanthropists came together to increase 
funding for ASAP from roughly 1,000 students in 2010 to 
25,000 students in 2018–19.77

New research estimating the costs of an adequate 
community college education may be particularly 
persuasive to legislators because efficiency is baked into the 
methodology. When researchers seek to identify institutions 
that are already achieving adequate outcomes, the 
methodology calls on them to identify the most efficient of 
these institutions in assessing a minimum level of investment 
required. This feature of the study could be appealing to 
legislators who want any new financial investment to be 
applied with high levels of efficiency.
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Third, there is reason to believe that the creation of a 
new federal-state partnership around providing adequate 
community college funding—grounded in research—could 
help break the logjam. As Kahlenberg, Shireman, Quick, and 
Habash note, the federal government has a long history of 
supporting federal-state partnerships in higher education, 
going back to the 1862 Morrill Act establishing land grant 
colleges.78 Federal-state partnerships are common in a 
variety of fields, such as unemployment insurance, health 
care, and K–12 education.79

We believe a new federal-state partnership to fund 
community colleges could create important new 
opportunities.80 To begin with, the federal government can 
be a critical source of new funding for community colleges 
that changes the state-level funding dynamic. As long as 
states are constrained to what is seen as a zero-sum game 
within the realm of education (with four-year colleges, 
community colleges and K–12 schools competing for their 
share of a small pie of state resources), the politics of 
boosting community college funding are challenging. A new 

influx of federal funds could create a very different political 
environment.

In addition, a matching funds program in which the federal 
government provides new dollars only if states agree 
to increase their own investments can provide a strong 
incentive for states to commit new resources necessary 
to support community colleges. In the K–12 arena, federal 
funding under the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act has provided a modest amount of revenue but has given 
federal policy makers considerable leverage in encouraging 
states to enact a variety of forward-looking policies.

We are encouraged also by the example of federal–state 
partnerships in the health care sphere. Medicaid is a voluntary 
program that all states eventually adopted because of the 
federal matching funds made available. Likewise, while 
some conservative governors opposed the expansion of 
Medicaid funding, most recently under the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA), it is notable that a number of moderate 
and conservative governors agreed to take federal money, 
even though doing so required a modest expansion of state 

FIGURE 10

FAVORABILITY RATINGS OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
VERSUS FOUR YEAR PRIVATE COLLEGES
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investments. Among the “red” and “purple” states that have 
adopted Medicaid expansion are Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, 
Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Montana, North Dakota, Ohio, 
and West Virginia. All told, thirty-three states (including 
Washington, D.C.) have adopted Medicaid expansion 
programs even though until recently twenty-six states have 
had Republican control of the executive and legislative 
branches.81

In some ways, a matching funding program for community 
colleges could be even more attractive to state legislators 
and governors than Medicaid funding. One key difference, 
of course, is that Medicaid is an entitlement program whose 
budgetary commitments are open-ended, while community 
college funding can be more easily circumscribed and 
involves a more predictable set of financial commitments. 
In addition, community college education is not means-
tested in the way that Medicaid is, so states may experience 
relatively greater political pressure from middle-class 
constituencies to sign onto a federal–state partnership that 
supports two-year institutions than to those supporting 
Medicaid. Finally, states have additional political pressure 
to invest in higher education to keep talented students in 
state and avoid a “brain drain,” whereas the same pressure 
to retain low-income families using Medicaid within state 
borders does not exist.82

We also think that a federal–state partnership could be 
attractive to federal policymakers. Many have grown 
frustrated that in years past the federal government has 
substantially increased funding for the Pell Grant program, 
only to see state public institutions increase tuition as state 
governments withdraw resources per full time equivalent 
student. Federal financial aid expenditures tripled from 
$50 billion to over $150 billion between 1995 and 2015 in 
constant 2015 dollars, while state appropriations per full-
time equivalent student fell in inflation-adjusted dollars 
by 28 percent.83 A matching funds program would assure 
federal policymakers that states would do their part as well.

Conclusion

Community colleges were first created based upon an idea 
that is both pragmatic and idealistic: that as the economy’s 
need for skills increased, the United States needed a new kind 
of institution that would help realize the goal of social mobility. 
Cruelly, however, these institutions that disproportionately 
educate low-income and minority students have been 
starved of the funding needed to succeed. Policymakers 
have instructed community colleges to do more with less, 
even though that cramped point of view stifles the role that 
community colleges can play in American society.

There is a better way. New evidence demonstrates that 
money spent wisely on community colleges can yield a 
payoff to taxpayers that is more than three times the cost.84 

But rigorous research is needed to guide new investments, 
and to better understand the levels required.

Research on community colleges needs to catch up to 
elementary and secondary education, where for forty 
years, scholars have conducted studies on what constitutes 
adequate funding. This proposed area of research is 
complex, as we found over several months of discussions on 
how to apply K–12 costing-out techniques to the community 
colleges sector. But we believe this report creates a solid 
framework upon which researchers can build. It is vital that 
scholars undertake an effort to estimate what some of 
society’s most vulnerable students need in order to realize 
their potential—and thereby to allow the United States to 
attain its potential as well. Social mobility is written into the 
DNA of America, but we are unlikely to make significant 
progress unless we provide America’s community colleges 
the resources they need.
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